We consider a Beurling generalized number system for which the counting function of the integers satisfies
for some positive c and y. Beurling showed that the prime number theorem must hold if y>î, but it can fail to hold if y;gt. It was shown by Hall in the preceding article that the Chebyshev prime counting estimates y>(x) y(x) 0 < lim inf-; lim sup-< oo
x->oo X x-*°o X can fail if y<\. Here we shall prove that these estimates hold for any system satisfying y>\. The proof uses a convolution approximate inverse of the measure dN.
Chebyshev established the correct order of magnitude of the weighted prime counting function y by exhibiting numbers a>0 and ^4<oo such that w(x) w(x)
(1) hm inf-_ a, lim sup-<^ A.
x-*co X ¡E-* oo X
The prime number theorem (P.N.T.) asserts that a=A = \. Here we shall study Chebyshev estimates for Beurling generalized prime numbers. The first paragraph of the preceding paper by Hall mentions the basic facts about Beurling generalized numbers. For a more detailed discussion, see e.g. [1] or [2] . The generalized psi function is defined on [1, oo) by setting ip(x) = 2 !°g Pi where pu p2, p3, • • ■ is the sequence P of generalized primes and a ranges over positive integers. All other notation is as in Hall s paper.
Beurling [2] proved that if (2) N(x) = cx + 0(x log'7 x) for some c>0 and y>|, then y(x)~x, i.e., the P.N.T. holds for P. Also, he showed by example that the P.N.T. could fail for y<f. In the preceding article and in [5] Hall proves that the Chebyshev estimates can fail for y<l. In the present paper we study the remaining range l<y^| and prove the following Theorem.
If P is a generalized prime number system for which NP satisfies (2) with c>0 and y> 1, then there exist numbers a>0 and A<co for which (1) holds.
In [1] Bateman and the author had conjuctured that the upper Chebyshev estimate holds when y>l. A similar conjecture was recently mentioned to the author by Professor J. H. Chalk. This estimate has applications to tauberian theorems of T. M. K. Davison [3] and S. L. Segal [6] .
We begin by proving the upper estimate; the lower estimate then follows easily. The method of Chebyshev, which exploits the relation
appears to be of no use in the present situation.
Let F:[l, oo)-*R be of bounded variation on each interval [l,x]. There is an associated Borel-Stieltjes measure on [1, 00) which we denote by dF. We define an operator L on measures by setting [ LdF=[ log tdF(t).
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Also, we employ multiplicative convolution of measures, denoted by *. The starting point of our proof is the Chebyshev formula 2<¡| « Md) = log « which, in the form
is valid for Beurling generalized numbers (see [4] ). We convolve each side of (3) by (ô -et~E dt) * (log et)~7 dt, where ô denotes Dirac measure at 1, dt is Borel-Lebesgue measure on [1, co) and e is a positive number presently to be specified. We shall show that the new factors act like an approximate convolution inverse of dN. Let
Ve(x): = \"dN *(ô-erc dt) * (log et)~7 dt. The lemma is certainly true for l^x^l/e since the third convolution factor is everywhere nonnegative.
If x>l/e, we utilize all the convolution factors. We write We evaluate Ix by iterated integration, first combining the first and second factors and then changing the integration variable. We find that rx i 1 = cx r*-*i I1 = cx\ re-\log exltyy dt.
To estimate |/2| let da.(t) = ô + st~c dt and dß(t) = (log et)~y dt.
|/2| ^ f^xr^log exlt)-y(da * dß)(t).
We again iterate the integration, obtaining first We convolve both sides of (3) by <5 -í_1 o*i and use the last estimates. We have ex + 0(x log1_T x) = p(x/t) dy>(t)
Integration by parts and omission of a negative term yield ex + o(x) ^ kL(x) + í%í-](log en)-' du).
By the upper estimate for %p there exists a number M such that yW = Afx for all positive x. Now choose B^. 1 so large that KM f °° -(log eu)~y du < icx. 
